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H E L L O

F R O M

L E O N

the

Optimist

occupancy rates at our Century City hotels as conferences
and events return to our Conference Centre.
The Western Cape authorities are to be commended for
promoting Cape Town as a truly international destination,
as well as a fantastic place to live and work.

Out of adversity comes opportunity, and whilst we still face
challenging times, I look forward to the opportunities that lie
ahead.

With Cape Town well-established as a tech and finance
hub, I am delighted that the office market is turning the
corner at last. We strongly believe that working from the
office promotes a healthy, singular company culture and
allows hands-on training and mentoring of staff. Even
though office rentals have reduced across the board, we
believe it will recover in the next three to five years’ time,
as very few new offices will be developed, and demand will
eventually match supply.

Lower interest rates during Covid have allowed a new wave
of younger first-time buyers to enter the property market.
Astute property developers offering a desirable product that is
correctly priced have managed to take advantage of this new
property cycle.

Retirement, and in particular, life rights, remains a key
focus for the group, and we’re delighted that our first Oasis
Life development in Clara Anna Fontein, Durbanville, a
world-class lifestyle estate, is now nearing completion.
As part of our ongoing diversification strategy, we
have partnered with a niche developer specialising in
developing a portfolio of convenience shopping centres
throughout South Africa.

We continuously look forward to the
opportunities that lie ahead.
Whilst interest rates have been increasing, on the back of
worldwide inflationary pressure, we don’t anticipate that this
will dampen the current demand. We do, however, need the
banks to continue supporting this market and allow more
South Africans to access the property market.

We have much to be enthusiastic about, but as always, it
will take hard work and commitment to realise the true
potential of the opportunities out there.

At Rabie our core focus remains on bringing new residential
developments to the market that offer good long term
investment potential, and the peace of mind that comes from
buying from a developer with a 40-year track record. The
Rabie brand will be expanding in the Northern Suburbs and
will also see us returning to the Southern Suburbs after a long
absence.

It is also encouraging to see the resurgence of the hospitality
industry, long may it last. We are experiencing increased
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Leon Cohen
CEO, Rabie Property Group
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Century City’s

Bridgeways Precinct
Grows from strength to strength!
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C E N T U R Y

C I T Y ' S

B R I D G E W A Y S

P R E C I N C T

It was an evening of lights, laughter, and celebration on 31 March in Century
City’s newest outdoor piazza. The special occasion was the official opening of
Bridgewater, which includes the brand new Century City Bridgewater Hotel.
Gary Koetser & Glyn Taylor Joint CEOs CC Hotels

In attendance at this celebratory event were friends, partners and family, Cape
Town’s Mayor, Geordin Hill-Lewis and Mayoral Committee Member Alderman
James Vos, with Premier Allen Winde officiating the opening with the unveiling
of a plaque with Leon Cohen, CEO of Rabie.

Premier Winde wrote on his social media account the following day,
“I was excited to be at the launch of the new Bridgewater hotel last night,
which demonstrates our economic recovery, especially in our job-creating
tourism and hospitality sector.

Bridgewater plaque unveiling by Premier Alan Winde and Leon Cohen

This hotel in particular will see 80 permanent staff employed in addition to the
1500 construction workers employed during construction. The pandemic has
significantly impacted this sector – with many businesses having closed their
doors and families having lost an income. This is precisely why it brings me great
joy to attend today and to see new jobs being created in our province.”
“I celebrate you, the entrepreneurs and investors of our province, who are the
lifeblood of our economy. Thank you for all that you do. As a Provincial Government,
we will continue playing our role in creating an enabling environment for the
private sector to create jobs and thrive.”
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FLTR Mayor of CT Geordin Hill-Lewis, Miguel Rodrigues (Director Rabie), partner Natasha Lassen

C E N T U R Y

C I T Y ' S

B R I D G E W A Y S

P R E C I N C T

“Following the success of the Century City

Mariska Auret, Rabie Director, explains that

Conference Centre and Hotel pre-covid, it was

Bridgewater is only the start, “A significant

decided to add an additional 80-bedroom hotel

part of our next three-to-five-year plan for the

to our portfolio which was to be called Century

precinct is Ratanga Park. We invested R100m

City Hotel Bridgewater.” says Gary Koetser,

into this beautiful oasis, which forms the nucleus

Joint CEO of Century City Conference Centre &

of the developments that will take place along its

Hotels. “This meant a rebranding of our original

perimeter, with Bridgewater being the first. We

125-bedroom hotel to be now known as the

are launching Nine Palms on 26th May, a residential

Century City Hotel Urban Square.”

development consisting of 125 apartments, the
first new development in Century City in three

Talking about the past two years, Koetser

years. Nine Palms will be located across the canal

continues, “We’ve been through an extremely

from Hillsong Church, overlooking Ratanga Park.”

difficult time in our industry, and especially for

(Read more about Nine Palms on page 17).

the Conference Centre with all the restrictions.
However, we are delighted to report that we
Get in touch

have successfully navigated our way through the

www.gustorestaurant.co.za

pandemic and are well on our way to rebuilding
our business and the livelihoods of our biggest
With 13 restaurants and coffee shops within the Bridgeways precinct,

asset, our staff.”

www.cchotels.co.za
www.ccconferencecentre.co.za

four hotels and several fitness centres, the benefits of working,
“Our new baby, Gusto Urban Italian Restaurant

socialising and living in the node are substantial. In addition, Canal

has taken off like a rocket and has people across

Walk Shopping Centre is within 10 minutes’ walking distance, where

Cape Town talking about it!" concludes Koetser.

you can find 370 retail outlets, 60 eateries, cinemas and more.

With 13 restaurants and coffee shops within the Bridgeways precinct, four hotels and several fitness
centres, the benefits of working, socialising and living in the node are substantial.
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working smart in

Century City

"We are definitely seeing a revival in interest of our office space. Since October last year we have concluded 18 new
lease agreements to the value of around R81 million."

S A B L E

C O R N E R

12

W O R K I N G

S M A R T

I N

C E N T U R Y

C I T Y

“Working from home is only ideal for
a select few, and even then, the loss
of physical interaction with people,
maintaining a company culture and
sense of united vision becomes
challenging.” In the September 2021
edition of ROTG, Colin Anderson, COO
at Rabie cited that he believed that
people would return to offices, whether
in a permanent or hybrid format.
Within a few months into 2022, the
“new normal” office arrangement is
undergoing a throwback moment, with
many companies expecting to see their
employees make an appearance at the
office. Many large corporates are now
insisting on hybrid working models,
withdrawing from their more bullish
permanent work from home outlook a
year ago.

Get in touch
Jason
082 339 2722 | jason@rabie.co.za

Get in touch
Sable Corner

“We are definitely seeing a revival in
interest of our office space,” says Jason
Elley. “Since October last year, we have
concluded 18 new lease agreements to
the value of around R81m over 7 000m²,
with current negotiations taking place
for space of over 4 000m².”

Get in touch
Bridge Water

B R I D G E W A T E R

13

B L O C K
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S M A R T

I N

C E N T U R Y

C I T Y

Cape Town's office market has shown the highest
activity ratings in 2021 among South Africa's six
major metros. FNB's Property Broker Survey
defines "activity" as indications of interest in
buying or selling – inquiries or viewings related
to potential buying or listing – through to actual
transaction levels. The survey further indicates
that there are two major trends influencing
increased uptake in the city: semigration
fueled by unrests in KZN and Johannesburg
and entrepreneurs who are choosing to set up
shop in Cape Town due it being seen as a major
lifestyle city.*
With Rabie’s office space concentrated in the
Bridgeways precinct, its allure is the proximity
of restaurants, coffee shops, fitness offerings in
a safe environment, together with prime office
space in green star rated buildings.

“Our most recently completed development, Bridgewater, is currently being assessed
for its mixed-use As Built Design rating,” says Anderson. “We trust that it will follow in
the footsteps of Century City Square, which was awarded a 4-star Green Star mixed-use
rating by the GBCSA, the first of its kind in South Africa. That will take the tally up to 13
Green Star buildings that Rabie has developed in Century City, something we are very
proud of.”
“The debate continues around the benefits of returning to the office. Smart employers
realise that for employees, it’s about a lot more than providing just a desk and a chair.
They need to get their employees’ buy-in to returning to the office, whether it’s full
time or only a few days a week. Offering a modern, green, and convenient location in an
environment such as Century City, goes a long way in ensuring that unique selling point.
In addition, we’re selling a balanced lifestyle that is real and tangible.”
B R I D G E W A T E R

B L O C K

1

*Source: Business Insider
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Nine Palms
Invest in your lifestyle

Launching 26 May

N I N E

P A L M S

Rabie proudly presents Nine Palms, a new apartment development on the banks of Ratanga Park in Century City. Living at Nine
Palms is all about investing in your lifestyle. Everything’s on your doorstep.

Enjoy the ease and convenient lifestyle of Cape Town’s smart city. Wake up to the tranquility of Ratanga Park. Walk to gym
or go for a run along the canals. Grab a coffee on your way back. Walk to the office. Join your friends for sunset drinks and
walk home afterwards. Urban living at its best.

Studios for sale from R1.175-million
One bedrooms for sale from R1.7-million

Nine Palms will consist of 125 modern apartments, made up of studios, one-bedroom and two-bedroom apartments, for
sale on a sectional title basis.

Two bedrooms for sale from R2.7-million
(All prices include VAT)

Why buy at Nine Palms?
• Within walking distance: Ratanga Park, 13 restaurants and coffee shops, 5 hotels, 3 fitness options and Canal Walk.
• Full back-up power to the building including all apartments.
• Green energy initiatives.
• Sustainable water solutions.
• Every apartment has Fibre-to-the-Home pre-installed.
• Access control and CCTV in addition to Century City's smart safety & security measures.
• You can choose your finishes from an architect's selection.
• No transfer duty (attorney's fees are still applicable).
• VAT is included which means that if you qualify for a 100% bond, you can finance the total price including VAT.

For more information or to reserve your unit, contact our agents:
Devon Usher | 082 446 9188 | devon@propertyworld.co.za
Tamarin Smith | 084 301 8616 | tamarin@propertyworld.co.za
20

Rabie Property Group
Back row (L to R): Elsie Maqwathi, Siya Vundisa, Natalie Du Preez, Michaela Webb, Cara Barratt, John Chapman, Luigi Brown, Jason Elley, Jane Schwerin, Chris McMaster, Leon
Cohen, Miguel Rodrigues, Janine Albrecht, Colin Green, Yongama Basakabini, Kwanele Ngalo, Raynard Haupt, Lezarne Lyners, Jamie-Lee Van De Rheede, Tino Jeketera, Joseph Rom
Front row (L to R): Jacobus Le Roux, Steven Hodge, Lindsay Germany, Mariska Auret, Michael Dickinson, Lee Rossiter, Shumerah Davids, Jenny Rushin, Menora Gallant, Colin
Anderson, Ingrid Coetzee, Lizeri Van Der Berg, Linea Abdullatief
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Oasis Life

A retirement destination of choice...
“We’re currently selling the last phase of Oasis Life Clara
Anna Fontein,” says Mariska Auret, Project Director
responsible for the estate. “It has been an incredible journey
since our launch of this development and the Oasis Life brand
at the end of 2018, to where we are now.

To have over a hundred residents thriving in the estate
three years later is a dream come true. To see how
happy they are, how living at Oasis Life has changed
their lives is very rewarding. This is why we do what
we do. And it’s mainly through the residents’ word of
mouth that we are experiencing a demand for houses
– we can’t seem to build them fast enough!”

Clara Anna Fontein’s retirement estate will contain
only 125 houses, with only 21 left for sale. The last
phase is currently under construction, with estimated
completion date in the first half of 2023.

24

O A S I S

L I F E

lifestyle. As a result, we brought our expert hospitality

With this estate thriving, and its sister

team on board to manage the operations of Oasis Life

development in Burgundy Estate already

and the team has been fantastic in managing very high

boasting a happy and settled community,

expectations.”

Rabie’s life rights venture is taking shape,
with future expansion a key strategic focus.

Launched at the end of October, the second phase of
the secure retirement estate in Burgundy Estate is under

“Building retirement homes is very different

construction.

from any other residential development.
This is someone’s last home, and the

“Our phase one stand-alone houses are sold out, and we

decision is by its nature, an emotional one.

have a few apartments for sale which can be occupied

It’s important to respect the process of
decision making and to treat the transition
in a very caring and sensitive manner.”

immediately,” says Miguel Rodrigues, Project Director

Recent Health & Wellness day hosted in the Oasis Life clubhouse

says John Chapman, Director. “With Oasis
Luxury Retirement in Century City, we built
high-rise luxury apartments on a sectional
title basis, and it was a run-away success.
In many aspects, we took lessons learned

“To witness that beyond the initial hesitation and fear of such massive life change, there is joy and absolute happiness, is very fulfilling.
To know that what we are creating contributes positively towards someone’s golden years, truly transforming their lives, adds incredible
value to all involved.”

from that experience through to Oasis
Life, yet a life right-based development is
an entirely different matter that requires a

responsible for the estate. “Construction on the second

unique approach.”

phase houses and first four cottages are well underway.
The cottage is a new product we developed, which is an

“Whereas we have extensive experience

intermediate between a house and an apartment. It’s on

in building and selling a scheme into a

the ground floor with its own garden, but is not too big to

Sectional Title or Homeowner’s Association

manage, especially for a single person.”

model, we remain involved in a life right

With features like a 24/7 manned gatehouse, a Clubhouse

retirement development. We had to adapt

with deli and regular events arranged by the Oasis Life

our thinking, as we now had to offer more

management team, Burgundy Estate’s 45 residents have

than just a home. We have to offer a

already established a happy community, with social events
and a walking club arranged by the residents in addition to
what the Clubhouse offers.

25
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O A S I S

L I F E

An undercover swimming pool, mini-gym and laundry

and opening a retirement village on the land, called

available soon, the offering and amenities are

Oasis Life Constantia. A small section of the land

growing and being improved upon as the community

has been retained for the Herzlia Kerem Pre-Primary

matures.

campus. The retention of the Constantia Hebrew
Congregation in close proximity to the school is very

Oasis life is expanding!

important to United Herzlia School and they will be

“We will be launching the first phase of Oasis Life

comfortably accommodated in this new section of

Century City later this year,” says Chapman. “With

their remaining property. A consent use application

luxury apartments on the bank of Ratanga Park’s

Proposed position of first phase

is currently underway.

water body, retirees will be able to enjoy the best of
modern urbanism, where every modern convenience

Its sights set high; Oasis Life is slowly but surely

is at their fingertips. Combined with the beauty of

establishing itself as the retirement brand of choice.

the water and birdlife that will be establishing in
the area, not to mention fantastic views of Table

“The most rewarding part of developing Oasis

Mountain, this development is set to be a very special

Life is the difference we are making to someone’s

one.”

life,” concludes Chapman. “To witness that beyond
the initial hesitation and fear of such massive life

Launching in 2023, Oasis Life will also be expanding

change, there is joy and absolute happiness, is

into Cape Town’s Southern suburbs.

Chapman

very fulfilling. To know that what we are creating

explains the journey of Oasis Life Constantia thus

contributes positively towards someone’s golden

far. “The Herzlia Constantia School issued a Request

years, truly transforming their lives, adds incredible

for Proposal in 2021 for the redevelopment of

value to all involved.”

most of their site in Kendal Road. After a long and
rigorous open tender process, with an independent
committee carefully following due process, assessing
each offer put forward, Rabie was the successful
applicant. We were delighted that our proposal

If you are interested in learning more about Oasis

stood out as delivering value to the community more

Life, visit the website: www.oasislife.co.za

than any other proposal received”
“With the insight of a team of professionals and
consultants, and in keeping with the beauty and
peacefulness of the area, Rabie will be developing
28

Burgundy Estate is just a great place where families can grow together.

Burgundy Estate
Has something for everyone

30

B U R G U N D Y

“You have something for everyone

a busy city and you just want to

here. Ample space to run, walk,

come back home and relax.

cycle, and pocket parks for children

very quiet here. You are looking for

of all ages. It also has three schools

peace after a long day, and you get

which cater for toddlers to grade

it here.”

It’s

12s, and parents can walk children
Rabie has thus far completed

Miguel Rodrigues, Rabie Director.

eight gated developments, which
includes two complexes that are

a

quiet

suburbia

that’s

for rentals only, which is managed

incredibly convenient. It’s just the

through

perfect place to be yourself and

Invitation Homes.

its

partnership

with

“The Burgundy Estate lifestyle is

Estate has become an increasingly

popular with all ages,” explains

popular

Rodrigues.

people

2022.

Launched in October 2021, this secure complex

in Burgundy Estate is sold off plan, with first hand-overs
to new owners scheduled from end September 2022.
Purchasers can invest in Phase two of Quinta Estate from

is selling from R1,095m. All two bedroom, two bathroom

involvement since 2015, Burgundy

with

the second phase of Quinta Estate was released on 5 March

R995 00. A one-bedroom ground floor garden apartment

enjoy a good life.” With Rabie’s

precinct

Quinta Estate
With its first phase under construction and 80% sold out,

to school and skip traffic." says

“It’s

E S T A T E

“With

Durbanville’s

units are sold out.

“Current construction includes the gate house and ancillary

looking for a lifestyle that offers

wine route just around the corner

tranquility and convenience. Since

and easy access to highways and

getting involved as a joint venture

shopping, this quiet suburbia is

partner with Nedbank six years

close to everything, yet sufficiently

ago, Rabie has sold over 1 200

removed from the hustle and

Get in touch

homes totalling more than R1,4-

bustle.”

www.quinta.capetown

buildings, with the show block and furnished show
apartment being fast tracked for July,” explains Rodrigues.

billion. By adding well-designed,
beautifully

landscaped

secure

Three Rabie projects are currently

complexes in the precinct, the

under construction: Quinta Estate

essence of the suburb has been

which is a nine-block apartment

transformed into an established

development, Junixe which offers

and well-maintained living and

free standing houses and Oasis

breathing space for all ages.

Life, Rabie’s second retirement
estate after its ground-breaking

Tino Jeketera, project manager

first

in

Clara

Anna

Fontein,

and resident since 2017, talks

Durbanville. All of these are secure,

about this tranquility, “If you’re a

gated complexes with ample green

young professional, you work in

space.

48

B U R G U N D Y

E S T A T E

Junixe
The first phase of Junixe was launched in November 2021, which consisted of 26 free standing houses and the second phase, released
in March 2022, of a further 25 homes. These two phases make up half of this secure, gated complex scheme, which, on completion, will
consist of 96 single level houses with exclusive gardens.
“Junixe is ideal for apartment dwellers who need more space and a garden, families moving from other provinces to Cape Town, or
those wanting to scale down,” says Rodrigues. “We are seeing interest on all the house types, from small to large, which shows us that
Junixe caters for a diversity of purchasers.”

The development is bordered by Pinot Blanc Road and Carmine drive and includes large green open space within its gated and walled
community. Purchasers can choose between four house types, priced from R1.94m. Estimated completion for phase one is April 2023.

Construction will commence end July 2022, with the showhouse, currently under construction.

Get in touch

www.junixe.com
33
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Cape Town's

Northern Suburbs
full of promise!

Popular for its wide-open spaces, wine route and wholesome family-centred lifestyle, Cape Town’s
Northern suburbs offers a wide variety of development opportunities.

Clara Anna Fontein Lifestyle Estate

N O R T H E R N

Clara Anna
Fontein
Durbanville

S U B U R B S

Rabie’s sought after Clara Anna Fontein Lifestyle Estate’s 128ha of
peace, security and great natural beauty is set in the gently rolling
hills above Durbanville, with spectacular views of the Overberg
mountains.

It’s made up of three types of homes: The Village with 126
townhouses, freestanding with a mix of single and double story
homes; 344 plots with 160 houses currently built and occupied and
90 under construction and Oasis Life, 126 freestanding Life-right
units with a clubhouse and primary healthcare facility. Public open
space, which includes a dam and wildlife camped off area is 11ha.

A 2400m² convenience shopping centre and a small collection of 10
houses will be completed by 2024.

Wheatfields Estate
Groot Phesantekraal
Rabie Property Group and Trinity Projects launched Wheatfields

include a shopping mall, offices, retail, and further residential

Estate, a collection of distinctively designed homes, set in a

developments.

secure gated estate, on 20 October 2021.
The transaction for a parcel of land on the farm was concluded

37

Wheatfields Estate is a dream realised. It was all set-in motion

with the landowner, Curro, Rabie and Trinity Projects in 2018,

in 2015 when Rabie Property Group, Curro and Trinity Projects

whereafter the rezoning amendment process commenced. The

joined forces to acquire and develop a section of prime land

rights were finally approved mid-2020, and the detailed planning

on the Groot Phesantekraal farm in Durbanville. The vision

could commence.

was to create a sustainable development framework plan,
which would incorporate a residential estate centered around

Today, Curro Durbanville High School is already thriving. The

a secondary and tertiary education hub. The new suburb

doors of the new state of the art campus opened in January

will be known as Groot Phesantekraal Estate and will also

2022, after relocating from their Sonstraal location.

38

W H E A T F I E L D S

N O R T H E R N

FLTR Colin Green, Andrew Jacobs, Erik Joubert, Colin Ridley, Leroy Viljoen

S U B U R B S

Kuilsriver

Wheatfields Estate is a 5,4ha security estate, which

for families, but for anyone who enjoys the space and

In another joint venture, this time between Rabie, Trinity Projects and Kloof Capital,

ultimately will consist of 152 designer homes. The

sense of community that Durbanville offers.”

a section of land near Zevenwacht Estate in Kuilsriver has been acquired and will be

developers have a phased marketing and construction

developed soon.

approach. Colin Green, Director Rabie, explains that

The civil work is complete, and the site was handed

the symbiotic relationship between Wheatfields

over to the main contractor Big Ben Construction

The first development will comprise of a total of 370 free standing houses with the first

Estate and Curro is ideal.

on 5 May. To date, sales worth R80m have been

phase consisting of 178 units, its launch estimated towards the end of 2022 or beginning

concluded and the aim is to hand over 25 houses by

of 2023. A further 192 is in the pipeline for future development.

“Wheatfields Estate, together with Curro and Stadio,

the ends of 2022.
Get in touch

will be the catalysts of a new and exciting mini suburb
in Durbanville. With wide open spaces, secure living

Get in touch

adjacent to a green belt and access to world-class

www.wheatfieldsestate.co.za

info@rabie.co.za or on 021 550 7000

education and facilities, this hub is not only well-suited
39
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N O R T H E R N

Cape Gate Crescent

S U B U R B S

Brackenfell
Set for completion in August 2022, this secure
complex comprises of 182 rental homes made
up of low-rise apartment blocks featuring a
choice of studios and one-, two- and threebedroom

apartments,

townhouses.

as

well

as

eight

A communal swimming pool,

braai area and ample green spaces will ensure
many happy hours enjoyed outdoors.

Every

home incorporates modern finishes and Fibreto-the-home for fast internet and DStv, and
most feature built-in braais.

“We have received substantial interest in Cape
Gate Crescent from the outset,” says Rodrigues.
“With its ideal location and security features,
the complex offers a safe, modern environment
in a great location. The eight townhouses were
completed first and were taken up in no time.
We are delighted with its uptake and the final
product presents beautifully.”

Ideally located between several retail outlets including Cape Gate Lifestyle Centre, Cape Gate Makro and Cape Gate Shopping
Centre as well as Mediclinic Cape Gate, Cape Gate Crescent was developed for the Invitation Homes portfolio.

Get in touch

www.invitationhomes.co.za
Cheryl Bradshaw | 074 994 0215 | 021 801 1888
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PineworX
A tranquil life in leafy Pinelands

Celebrating its centenary this year, Pinelands
was the first Garden City established in South
Africa in 1922. Also referred to as the 10-minute
suburb, Pinelands is close to everywhere.
Whether you’re on your way to the hustle of
Cape Town’s CBD, shopping in Century City, or
catching the waves and beach in Muizenberg
or Camps Bay – you’ll travel no more than 20
kilometres in either direction.
44

P I N E W O R X

PineworX, Rabie’s first development in Pinelands was
launched at the end of September 2021, is located right
in the heart of this leafy suburb. Known for its large trees
and green spaces, you’ll find Pinelands on the edge of the
Southern suburbs of Cape Town.
Within walking distance from Howard Shopping Centre
and several schools, PineworX is only 2,5km from Life
Vincent Palotti Hospital and 2,5km from Old Mutual’s
head office, which makes it an excellent investment
option. In addition, being the first new apartment building
in 25 years in the heart of Pinelands, PineworX is uniquely
positioned to offer a sophisticated and modern address
in a quiet suburb with every convenience within walking
distance.
“50% of the development has been sold, with all the
studios taken up.” says Mariska Auret, Director at Rabie.
“Construction has started on site, and we look forward to
making substantial progress in the next few months.”
Perfect for senior students who want to get away from
“With a considerable demand for student accommodation

the noise and bustle of residences, PineworX offers a quiet

in the Southern Suburbs, as well as housing for young

home, close to retail outlets and restaurants, conveniently

professionals and those scaling down, there should be

only 8km from the University of Cape Town. With access

no shortage of tenant applications with a projected

control, security by CCTV cameras, Fibre-to-the-Home

rental return of around 6 to 7% in the first year,’” says

Wifi and modern finishes, this apartment block has many

Johan Meyer at Seeff Pinelands, the sales agents for the

benefits for all ages.

development. “Pinelands, despite the past two years of
economic uncertainty, has always been a sought-after
suburb and has never failed to provide a reasonable return
on investment.” Seeff further reports a 22% increase in
sectional title price in the first quarter of this year.
45

Get in touch

www.pineworx.capetown
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RPA Property Administrators
Big enough to matter, small enough to care!

Back row (L to R): Delna Kapp, Brenda Nkutha, Mveliso Mdywe, Feriaal Gamiet, Michael Isaacs, Adele Booyens, Ricardo Benjamin, Roshanna Valentine, Nhau Mudzengerere, Annemarie Christie, Melissa Myburgh,
Melissa Frederich, Sodeeqah Jaffer, Razina Harneker, Julie Van Zyl, Nolunthando Skota, James Verster-Cohen, Ashleigh Norris, Vanessa McIntyre, Abdur-Razak Ganie
Front row (L to R): Soraya Ford, Deidre MacDecorney, Zulfa Solomons, Megan De Wet, Michele Ohfond, Leigh Metcalf, Hayley Adriaanse, Monique Lensing, Tamsyn Odendaal, Leigh-Anne Harrison, Anneline Niemand

R P A

Serving as an in-house property

“A very important aspect of our business ethos is

Administrators grew from strength to
strength, becoming a wholly owned

structure, which allows our Portfolio Managers
the responsibility of the full management of

management department for Rabie
Property Group since 1995, Rabie Property

company within Rabie in 1998.

“As a stand-alone firm, we added properties owned by

P R O P E R T Y

A D M I N I S T R A T O R S

that we don’t overload our Portfolio Managers
with volumes and have a flat management

their properties, from leasing to operational

management, tenant liaison, maintenance and
facilities management,” explains Metcalf. “

external funds to our portfolio and a year later, decided
to distinguish the brand even further and established
RPA, an independent property administration firm
focused on continuous excellent service to our existing
clients and growing our portfolio and team,” says Leigh

“In addition, we have a resilient back-office team,
consisting of financial and administrative specialists.”

Metcalf, Director at RPA.

Punching far above its weight, RPA most assuredly
With 27 years’ experience, RPA has been able to build

big enough to matter, but small enough to care.

up its expertise, which includes the management of
retail, commercial and mixed-use properties, covering
all elements of property management, which include
administration, facilities management and all financial
aspects.

“We know that property is a people business, which
is why we focus on building relationships. Our tightknit team believe that teamwork makes the dream
work!” concludes Metcalf.

“We currently manage just short of R10bn worth of
properties on behalf of our clients,” says Metcalf. “This
equates to 72 buildings over 483 000 square metres.

Get in touch

Sectional Title buildings make up 40% of the portfolio

www.rpaonline.co.za.

under management, with a combination of offices, retail
and mixed-use making up 60%.”
Property Administrators
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Century City Connect’s new jacket
“By using the experience, we gained in Century
City as pioneers in our field, we can expand our
offering with success to other developments
and areas, with the aim of being first to
market.” Hein de Swardt, Executive at Century
City Connect, said in October 2020.
With a steadfast view on the future and
spreading its wings beyond the city of Cape
Town, Century City Connect has worked
tirelessly towards its goal of expansion and is
now active not only elsewhere in the Western
Cape, but in several provinces across South
Africa.
“By extending our network beyond Century
City, the time has arrived to also change our
name and identity”, says De Swardt.

“Our

name served us well over the last decade and
its origins will forever remain the foundation
of the company, however, we believe that
a fresh new start is vital in terms of our
expansion strategy.
After a lengthy process of deliberating what
the name and brand identity will look like to
carry us into the next decade, we decided
on Thinkspeed. When you think of fibre, you
think of speed, and we wanted to represent
the idea of a blink of an eye or the snap of a
finger.”

FLTR back: Luigi Brown, Chantal Simons, Ilhaam
Malgas, Hein de Swardt, Aishah Hoosen, Phumelela
Nzewu | Front: Donald Somba
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Rebranding to
Thinkspeed
Century City Connect’s rebranding exercise to Thinkspeed is currently taking
place, which includes its website, e-mails and other digital aspects.
“We are not restructuring, changing ownership or meddling with our current
formula or business model,” explains De Swardt. “Rebranding to Thinkspeed is all
about establishing a brand beyond the perimeters of Century City.”
“We are very excited about our new identity. It’s a symbol of new unchartered
waters to cross and new levels to rise to. The faster, the better!”

Get in touch

www.centurycityconnect.com
(021) 250 0100
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Maggie Rowley Sinenjongo
Assistance Fund
The Maggie Rowley Sinenjongo Assistance Fund (MRSAF) founded in 2020 by Rabie in honour
of Maggie Rowley, chose its second beneficiary, Asanele Tamsanqa, at the end of 2021.
“In

remembrance

of

Maggie

and

the

tremendous impact she made during her

determination of attributes such as purpose,
energy, and clarity of direction.

lifetime, as well as continuing the legacy of
the burning passion she had for uplifting the

“Our top four candidates were really strong,”

youngsters of Sinenjongo High School, Rabie

says Chapman. “With two boys and two girls,

launched the Maggie Rowley Sinenjongo

we had a more balanced selection to choose

Assistance Fund,” says John Chapman, Director

from than previous years.

at Rabie.
Asanele already stood out when we read her
Chosen out of 60 applicants from the school,

motivation letter, which was reinforced during

Asanele is one of the four top academic

her interview. She is positive and friendly, with

students has enrolled in a BPharm degree at

laser focused determination and drive, which

the University of the Western Cape.

is refreshing to see.”

Grade 12 students were invited to apply in

In her own words, Asanele says “I want to set a

March, and from those applicants, the top four

good example to my community and my peers,

students as ranked by academic performance,

that your background does not determine

were chosen for the shortlist. These students

how high you can jump in life, and they must

were asked to each write a motivation letter

never let peer pressure and social problems

of why he or she deserves to be the MRSAF

limit their opportunities. I want to be part of

candidate,

the team that works day and night for people

whereafter

interviews

were

conducted.

around the world to live a better life and
cherish moments with their loved ones.”

The selection criteria, with a heavy weighting
on

academic

ability,

also

included

the

Asanele Tamsanqa
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Asanele on the day she received her Matric results with teachers Ms Ngoni (left) and Ms Ndudula (Right).

“Our goal is to assist our beneficiaries to integrate into

mother out of poverty and make her happy again.”

the University life and to give them the best opportunity

with patients and patient consultations. I worked with
qualified experienced pharmacists, and they are such an

to achieve greatness.” explains Chapman. Our students

With Asanele orientated, settled and busy with University

inspiration! In addition, I met Mr Bayet, the COO of ICPA

from Sinenjongo High School are competing for space

life, she is bubbling of excitement.

which has a membership of 1 200 pharmacies located

with students across the country for the same courses and

across all provinces in South Africa and he motivated

qualifications. The playing field is levelled now, whether

“University has been simultaneously a great and

me to focus on my studies so that one day I can be an

you come from a prestigious private school or whether

frightening experience, but I am so excited to be taking

entrepreneur and establish my own practice.”

you have grown up in an informal settlement.

a step closer to my dream of being a pharmacist. I am
enjoying going to campus and being in the laboratory

This year, I am part of a Critical Engagement group in my

The MRSAF is the embodiment of Maggie’s determination

working with chemicals. It is just a pleasant experience

residence, which means that we are responsible for the

to give our students a fighting chance.”

meeting other students from different backgrounds

creating of an environment where it’s easy to engage

Asanele explains her plans beyond receiving her degree,

and interacting with them. I volunteered to be part of

on difficult topics. It is mentally challenging to join the

“In future, I want to own my own pharmacy and decrease

the Independent Community Pharmacy Association

University life and this group opens conversations around

the level of unemployment in this country. It is so painful

(ICPA), where I got the gist of what I aspire to be in the

this acclimatisation.”

to see people going to bed on a hungry stomach and

future. Here, I received the opportunity to expand my

the unemployment is also increasing. I want to take my

knowledge and gained hands-on experience in dealing
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“The aim of the Maggie Rowley Sinenjongo
Assistance Fund (MRSAF) is to ease the
transition from Sinenjongo High School to

Marconi Beam
Schools Trust

university and to take care of the things
which are often neglected or not even
considered,” explains Chapman. “In recent
years, the National Student Financial Aid
Scheme (NSFAS) has made it easier to

And how you can help!

support more students. As these learners
qualify for NSFAS (their university fees
and accommodation), we assist them with
everything that NSFAS does not cover, such
as University starter packs, which include

The needs of Sinenjongo High School and the MRSAF
are more than Rabie alone can fund. We formed an
independent trust, the Marconi Beam Schools Trust
in April 2010 to encourage corporates and the private

a laptop, cellphone, bedding, clothing,
crockery and cutlery, etc. Monthly support
includes airtime, spending money, study
material, tutors, toiletries etc.”

The MRSAF will be awarded annually, and each recipient
will be supported throughout his or her university career,
which means that by year four, there will be as many
beneficiaries supported by the Trust.

sponsors to come on board. All proceeds of the Trust go
to fund salaries and projects at Sinenjongo High School
in Joe Slovo Park/Marconi Beam.
The cost of an additional teacher at Sinenjongo is approximately
R340 000 per annum and the annual cost of supporting a
student’s tertiary education journey is approximately R80 000.

The first MRSAF beneficiary, Siphelo Duba,
is currently busy in his second year of

If you are interested in sponsoring an additional teacher, a

Mechanical Engineering at the University

student or making a general contribution to Marconi Beam

of Stellenbosch. Catching up with him on

Schools Trust, contact Natalie du Preez via

campus, Siphelo says “This year started off a

natalie@rabie.co.za or on 021 550 7000.

little rough, but I’m getting to my feet! I’m
getting used to second year and finding the
flow of it.

Siphelo Duba, the first MRSAF recipient

All contributions receive a Section 18(A) certificate.
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FLTR back: Michele Ohfond, Ilhaam Malgas,
Jamie-Lee van de Rheede, Ricardo Benjamin,
Jacobus le Roux, Ingrid Coetzee, Lizeri van der
Berg, Monique Lensing, Chantal Simons Front:
Jenny Rushin, Kwanele Ngalo

Our newbies
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KWANELE NGALO

be part of a determined and energetic team. In her free time, she

MONIQUE LENSING

Junior Project Manager | Clara Anna Fontein

enjoys hiking to recharge in the serenity of nature. Ingrid is always

Portfolio Administrator | RPA Property Administrators

available for a cup of coffee or a stroll on the beach.
Born in Cape Town and raised in Queenstown in the Eastern Cape;

Hailing from Namibia, Monique grew up on the West Coast, the

Kwanele studied Civil Engineering and achieved a National Diploma

JACOBUS LE ROUX

small fishing village of Velddrif. Being an independent spirit, she

at Cape Peninsula University of Technology. His internship was

Accountant | Rabie Property Group

started working while in High School, determined to create her

completed at Burger and Wallace Civil Construction, whereafter

own path. Monique has 7 years’ administration experience and

he was permanently employed there. Kwanele joined Rabie in

Jacobus hails from the picturesque, mountainous town of

wants to study management accounting next year. When she is not

January 2022 as a Junior Project Manager at Clara Anna Fontein in

Worcester in the Western Cape. He achieved a BAcc Honours at the

reading or binge-watching series, Monique spends time with her

Durbanville. A self-proclaimed introvert, Kwanele thrives on order

University of Stellenbosch and completed his articles at Mazars in

pet bunnies and recently started boxing.

and discipline, which is a great attribute for project management!

Century City, joining Rabie on 1 July 2021.
A self-proclaimed man from the farm, he enjoys the outdoors and

RICARDO BENJAMIN

JAMIE-LEE VAN DE RHEEDE

anything that entails being active, from running to fishing, and

Creditors Administrator | RPA Property Administrators

Accountants | AXIS Luxury Apartments & Rabie

camping throughout the country. His great love is music, and he

Fabulously stylish with a spunky personality, Jamie-Lee is a master

can play numerous instruments including guitar, trumpet and the

Ricardo joined RPA in June 2021 and brought with him 13 years'

harmonica.

property experience, fulfilling various financial roles during this

of all trades. She was in hospitality for nine years, starting off as

time. Ricardo loves communicating well with clients and colleagues

a waitress runner, and fulfilled the roles of hostess, waitress,

JENNY RUSHIN

and thrives on responsibility and a good challenge.

restaurant supervisor, room service attendant and bartender in a

Sales Executive | Rabie Property Group

He also believes that it’s important to maintain a sense of humour

tapas bar in the vibrant Camps Bay beachfront. Moving from Hotel

while working under pressure. Now that's something we support!

into property management as a reservationist, she has found her

Born and bred in Cape Town’s Southern Suburbs, Jenny has been in

comfortable spot in accounts and she’s loving every minute of it.

the property industry for over 20 years, and, the last 17 years in the

MICHELE OHFOND

Jamie-Lee is a home body, who loves cooking, baking and DIY.

mortgage origination industry looking after all residential property

Creditors Administrator | RPA Property Administrators

developers on a national basis. Married for the last 20 years, Jenny’s
CHANTAL SIMONS

miniature schnauzer, Bailey is much adored as the only child.

Capetonian born and raised, Michele has been in Finance for over

ACCOUNTS | CENTURY CITY CONNECT

Jenny has an immense passion for the property industry, and in

25 years, with experience in debtors, creditors and bookkeeping.

particular the residential property development market. Her other

She joined RPA after being at Blend Properties for 8 years. Michele

Chantal started off with a psychology degree at UCT, then

love is travelling and she can’t wait to add to her extensive list of

loves reading, the outdoors and spending time with her family.

completed a degree in Accounting Sciences from UNISA, while

destinations visited.
ILHAAM MALGAS

working full time at a small accounting and auditing firm. She has
an accumulative 18 years’ experience as an accountant and auditor.

LIZERI VAN DER BERG

In her spare time, she loves to bake and spend time with her family.

Junior Project Manager | Rabie Property Group

Up until about a year ago, Chantal partook in Mixed Martial Arts,

Century City Connect
Ilaam was born and raised in Cape town, with a love for cooking,

Muay Thai and boxing. Her goal is to start again soon. Note to self

Fresh out of the University of Cape Town, Lizeri has joined our

baking and travelling from an early age. She joined MBWEB 7 years

to not to upset her in any way!

Project Management team and is already entrenched in a few

ago as in intern and joined the Century City Connect team from 1

projects. She recently achieved her Honours in BSC Construction

April 2022 where Ilhaam is keen to apply all the experience she has

INGRID COETZEE

Management, together with a collection of awards which included

gained.

Accounts | CCPIT

the floating shield for the best BSc (Hons) student in Construction
Management from the Master Builders Association of the Western

Ingrid graduated from Stellenbosch University in 2019 with a BCom

Cape Prize (for South African Students).

honours degree in management accounting and she is currently

You will find Lizeri at parkrun and MyRun on weekend mornings

working towards her MSc degree in accounting and finance.

and in her leisure time, she loves gaming – both online and playing

Although she is an introvert at heart, she is extremely happy to

board games with friends.
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